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CHAPTER 1

WHAT’S YOUR PHONE
BOOTH MOMENT?

Standing in the greenroom looking at my notes, I waited to be called
onstage before a crowd of coaches from the world of sports. As I was
reviewing my presentation, a man built like a powerful bulldog walked
into the room. I’d played him on Nintendo as a kid. He strolled over
to me with a big smile, reached out, and said, “Hi, I’m Bo Jackson.”
I laughed and said, “Hi, I’m Todd Herman. I know who you are, Bo.
I’d probably lose all credibility if I worked in sports and didn’t know
the only two-sport all-star in the pros. Plus, you helped me win a lot
of games on Tecmo Bowl!”
He chuckled and said, “Yeah, you’re not the first to say that. And
thanks. Are you speaking today, too?”
“Yeah. I’m up next. But maybe I just got bumped for you.” I laughed.
“No, you’re good. I just came early to see a friend,” he said. “So
what are you gonna talk about?”
“I’m going to talk about the mental game, but, specifically, I’m going to share with everyone how to use Alter Egos and Secret Identities
to perform at your best.”
Immediately, he cocked his head to the side slightly, squinted his
eyes as if someone had just struck a deep chord inside him, and then
smirked. He shook his head. After a few seconds, he said in a hushed,
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serious tone, “Bo Jackson never played a down of football in his entire
life.”
If you don’t know Bo Jackson, he’s the only athlete in the big four of
major North American sports to be an all-star in two of them, Major
League Baseball and the National Football League. He was a phenom
who transcended sports in the 1980s and, for a sport-loving kid like
me, a superhero.
My eyes widened as I smiled and said, “Ooookaayyy . . . interesting. Tell me more.”
Bo went on to explain how as a youngster he had challenges containing his emotions and would get into a lot of trouble because of his
anger. Often, he’d get caught up in the competition, and he’d retaliate against even the smallest perceived slights, causing him to get hit
with unnecessary penalties.
One day, though, as he was watching a movie, he became fascinated by the unemotional, cold, and relentless nature of Jason. Does
the name ring a bell?
Jason was the hockey mask–wearing killer in the Friday the 13th movies.
At that moment—during the movie—he resolved to stop being Bo
Jackson and start being Jason on the football field, leaving the uncontrollable rage on the sidelines.
Bo went on to explain how Jason only lived on the field. And when
he walked out of the locker room and reached the football field, Jason
would enter his body and take over. Suddenly the hotheaded, penalty-
prone, easy-to-provoke Bo Jackson transformed into a relentless, cold,
and disciplined destroyer on the football field.
Channeling a “different” identity helped him focus every ounce of
his talent and skill, and enabled him to show up on the field, without
any emotional issues interfering with his performance.
It was his “phone booth moment.” Just like Clark Kent would some
times go into a phone booth to transform into Superman, Bo Jackson
did the same thing when he transformed into his Alter Ego, Jason.
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Except he didn’t have to deal with annoying space issues like Superman explained in a 1942 comic: “This definitely isn’t the most comfortable place in the world to switch garments, but I’ve got to change
identities—and in a hurry!”
While it’s a funny quote, there’s something embedded in his statement that reveals the transformational nature of the Alter Ego Effect.

WHO’S THE ALTER EGO?
I’ve always been fascinated by comics, comic book heroes, and the
worlds they live in. The origin stories, the villains, and the epic battles
always found a way to draw me into their worlds. As a kid, I loved the
Christopher Reeve Superman movies. Today people might laugh at
those 1980s productions compared to the epic rebirth of superhero
movies happening now, but back in the day, they were awesome. Now,
here’s a riddle for you:
Everyone knows that Superman and Clark Kent are the same. But
which one is the alter ego?
I’ve asked this question for the past fifteen years, countless times in
front of audiences around the world, and 90 percent of the audience
immediately yell out, “SUPERMAN!”
It sounds right. Because when you think of “alter egos,” you think
of superpowers, heroism, and epic battles. All the qualities of a superhero like Superman.
Except—it’s wrong.
The alter ego isn’t Superman; it’s Clark Kent. Superman is the real
person. He created the alter ego, mild-mannered reporter Clark Kent,
as a useful persona to go unnoticed day-to-day on earth and blend in
to help him achieve a crucial goal: understanding humans.
Superman would flip between his alter ego and the S on his chest at
precisely the moments when he needed each persona the most.
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Why does this matter?
Because, frankly, life is hard. There are a lot of different responsibilities we all carry on our shoulders. There are a lot of different roles
we play in life. And there are the constant forces of society—religion,
families, teammates, coworkers, friends, and others—that lead us to
act a certain way. These come in the form of expectations, rules, and
judgments about how we’re supposed to act. What we’re allowed to
pursue. What we should have. What we should believe.
All of this and more creates what I call the Trapped Self, which
we’ll reveal more of in chapter 3. This Trapped Self is the part of you
that doesn’t feel like it’s showing up in life like you want, avoiding
certain things or feeling pressured to act in a certain way.
Conversely, there’s another experience we have in life, where we
feel like our Heroic Self. It’s that part of you that feels like you’re doing what you want, doing it for your own reasons, and you get caught
up in the flow of the activity. And it turns out there’s fascinating research on the subject that explains the benefits of Alter Egos.
When you find yourself bored, anxious, angry, jealous, resistant,
overwhelmed, or fearful, you can’t reason yourself out of it. It’s like a
mouse trying to direct a herd of rampaging elephants. You can’t logic
your way out of an unconscious problem. If your gut is telling you to
avoid it, you’ll avoid it. But you can use that same unconscious power,
tap into the mysteries of your imagination, and, with a little practice,
change whose gut you’re checking. And, lucky for us, research and
science show us it’s a better approach.

THE FIFTEEN-Y EAR-OLD AND THE 4:35 A.M. TRAIN
TO NEW YORK
Anthony was a basketball player at one of the best prep schools in the
United States, with off-the-chart skills. During practice, he’d school
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his teammates one-on-one. Scouts from all the top colleges were recruiting him, and people had him pegged as a possible pro baller one
day—IF. If he would show more poise during crunch time and believe
in his abilities more.
Anthony grew up in a low-income area of Washington, D.C., without a mom or dad. They both passed away in a car accident when he
was eight years old. His grandma took on the responsibility of raising
him and was doing a damn good job under the circumstances. As a
youngster, Anthony spent every second he could find taking refuge on
the basketball court, dribbling, shooting, and jumping.
He continued to develop, and soon scouts from all the top colleges
were recruiting him. People had him pegged as a possible pro-baller
one day—IF. If he would “get his head screwed on straight.” For all of
Anthony’s skills and abilities, there was just one problem. When the
game was on the line, instead of driving hard to the hoop or getting
the defender on his heels and then pulling up fast and firing a jump
shot, he’d pass the ball. He’d let a teammate take the shot, or choke.
And it was getting worse.
Anthony had all the skill in the world to seize the opportunity.
But he’d hide during what we call Moments of Impact, those critical
moments that define a large part of our success. For Anthony, he got
caught up in worrying about the criticism more than he wanted the
adulation. The more the spotlight was placed on Anthony, the more
he shrank from its glare.
It wasn’t until his coach, in a fit of frustration, yelled at Anthony
during practice one day that he saw the answer. “Dammit, Anthony,
if you could only be more like James, we’d be unstoppable!” His mind
fired off a memory of an email he’d read once about athletes who used
Alter Egos on the court. When he got back home, he searched for the
email. Then he did the thing that would terrify any parent, let alone
his grandma.
At the age of fifteen, he snuck out of his house, went down to
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Union Station in Washington, D.C., at 4 a.m., and caught the 4:35
Amtrak train to New York City.
In 2011, I spent most of my mornings working from the Reebok
Sports Club on the Upper West Side of Manhattan. It was a beautiful
club with six levels and every amenity you could imagine. It’s also
famous for being a celebrity haven, because they’d be left alone to
work out, people like Chris Rock, Regis Philbin, Dwayne Johnson,
Will Smith, Diane Sawyer, Ben Stiller, and many others. It was also
where NBA teams would come and practice before games at Madison
Square Garden. I had a routine of always arriving at around 8:45 and
working in the private cafe for members. Then I’d get in a workout
before lunch.
One day, as I walked into the lobby area, the front desk staff waved
me over as soon as I got out of the elevators. They told me that the
young man sitting over in the waiting area had come all the way up
from D.C. to see me this morning. They said, “He came up here to
see you and get help with his game. This freakin’ kid is dedicated!”
I walked over to Anthony and introduced myself, while he jumped
out of his chair to shake my hand. “Mr. Herman, it’s a pleasure to
meet you. I hope I’m not being a problem, but I need your help.”
I brought him into the cafe, where we grabbed some breakfast and
sat down at a table. I asked him, “First, how the heck did you know to
come here? Second, do your parents know you’re here?”
“You mentioned it in one of your email newsletters,” he said, “that
you come here in the mornings, so I thought I’d take a shot. And, no,
my grandma doesn’t know. I snuck out of the house at 4 a.m., but
she wouldn’t know anyway, because I leave early in the morning for
school before she’s up.”
“Okay, well, first things first, you need to call your grandma and let
her know where you’re at and that you’re safe.”
After we got through the logistics of his escape from D.C. and I reassured his grandma I’d make sure he got home safe, we talked about
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his situation. He explained what was going on and that the more pressure he was feeling and the more people were watching him, the more
he was overthinking things. He talked about the anxiety and how he
felt, saying, “There’s a war going on in my head.
“I really want this, but I’m so worried about what everyone thinks
of me and making a mistake.”
Now, I’m not a therapist. I don’t do therapy, and I’m terribly unqualified to do that kind of work. I work on the mental game and
developing strategies for high performance. However, there’s a simple
framework I always use to diagnose the root of someone’s problem,
which I’ll walk you through in chapter 3. It didn’t take long to figure
out Anthony’s issue.
“So why did you come all the way up to New York, just to see me?”
I asked.
“Because Coach said something to me that made me remember one
of your emails about the sidelines of life. And how many great athletes
use Alter Egos to help them perform better and leave parts of themselves on the sidelines. Because sometimes parts of their personality
could be hurting their performance. And when Coach told me to ‘be
more like James,’ I thought of you.”
“Well, that’s great, but why didn’t you email me, instead of stressing out your grandma?”
“You always say, if you want something, go get it. And if you want
something faster, go get it with a great mentor. I remember you talked
about how you traveled all the way from Canada to North Carolina to
meet a mentor once to spend weeks with him and that it was one of
the pivotal moments of your life. So I thought, I should do the same.
But just so you know, I don’t have any money to pay you.”
I fell in love with this kid. Chris Rock even stopped to give him
words of encouragement when he was waiting for me. The staff told
Chris what he’d done.
Over the next couple of hours, I peeled back the onion on his game,
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and it was apparent that the spotlight he was shunning had nothing
to do with the court. It had everything to do with the pain he’d felt
when his parents passed away. In the aftermath, he’d had different
people showering him with attention, even fighting over who should
have him and the insurance money. All he’d wanted was to be left
alone.
Now the spotlight was back on, and Anthony was feeling the same
thing all over again.
Like I said, I don’t do therapy, and I wasn’t about to start. I suggested he talk to his school counselors or grandma about getting some
help, because “a great therapist can help unravel the fried wires in
your head. But for now, let’s leave Anthony on the sidelines and create
an Alter Ego you can take on the court and get back to dominating.”
I walked Anthony through the process of creating his Alter Ego for
his Field of Play, the basketball court. And when we got to the point
of unpacking the people, characters, things, or animals he’d love to
embody, he said, “A black panther. They come out of nowhere, they’re
quick to strike, and they’re fluid. I watched this National Geographic
show on them once, and the way they moved was just so cool. Plus,
they can jump twenty feet! And they have this cool name, ‘ghost of
the forest.’ ”
Watching him describe his Alter Ego—hell, I got excited. The next
step was to give his Alter Ego a name. We brainstormed a bunch of
different names in my notebook:
• The Black Panther
• Panther X
• Anthony Stealth
Nothing was popping for him until I suggested a name that made
him come alive, “the Black Ghost.” I’ll never forget. The kid sat back
in his chair, raised his hands behind his head, looked up, and said, “I
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am the Black Ghost, and I’m going to bring Mom and Dad onto the
court with me and haunt everyone.”
What Anthony did was something profound, and what I want to
help you do, too, throughout the book. I left out of Anthony’s transformation something crucial to building an Alter Ego that works for you.
Now, whether you have some old trauma that’s somehow interfering with your desires, or you’ve told yourself a story about what
you can or can’t do, or there’s some undefined resistance holding you
back from pursuing something, I want to tell you there’s a Heroic Self
waiting to get unlocked, and that an Alter Ego or Secret Identity is
the key to Activating it.
When you see how an Alter Ego fits into the human condition,
the different roles we play in life, and the Fields of Play we stand on,
it gives you the freedom to unlock a creative force. When you see
how an Alter Ego helps you battle the natural challenges we all face
with greater optimism, it can unlock a more playful and empowering
approach to overcoming fear. And when you see it’s a natural part of
being human, has been used by tens of thousands of people to achieve
goals both big or small, and is the most “real you” you could be—it
will unlock hidden capabilities you didn’t know were there.
Before I go any further, I need to make a quick disclaimer, because
I don’t want to mislead you with that last paragraph.
This isn’t a motivational rah-rah book filled with cotton-candy
ideas plucked from other cotton-candy self-help books that riddle the
bookshelf and e-readers. This isn’t a book with an “easy button” buried inside it. There is no treasure map to a pile of gold coins.
This book is for real people doing hard things. This isn’t a book to
remove the challenge of life. It’s to take the part of you that shows up
when you least expect it, and show you how to get it to show up when
you most need it.
Your imagination can build Extraordinary Worlds and Ordinary
Worlds. You’ve already been doing this. And here’s a reminder that
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playfulness doesn’t stop at eight years of age; it’s a pathway to handling life with more grace.
Bottom line one: If you’ve got ambition, welcome to the tribe.
Bottom line two: If you’re someone who wants to argue for your
limitations, wait until everything is “perfect,” or cowardly troll the
ambitions of others, well . . . I’ll leave you to decide what to do.

THE FINAL GOAL
I’ve devoted the last two decades to answering one simple question:
How can I help the ambitious people I serve take the capabilities already nested inside and use them to perform at peak levels, consistently? Having built a peak performance and sports science practice
over the past two decades, and coaching some of the world’s Olympic
and professional athletes, top business leaders, entrepreneurs, and entertainers, I’ve been faced with situations like:
How do I help the pro tennis star win championships instead
of losing matches because she lets her opponents come from
behind?
How do I help the Major League Baseball pitcher stand on the
mound before a crowd of forty thousand screaming fans and
lead his team to a playoff victory instead of choking and letting
batters knock him around?
How do I get the sales executive to close more deals so his
company grows and he gets promoted?
How do I help the entrepreneur proudly market her services
instead of letting her new venture barely scrape by?
How do I help the hard-charging manager or VP become a
calmer, more controlled, and better leader or coach with direct
reports?
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How do I help the parent struggling to juggle the demands of life
and work be more attentive, loving, and fun at home?
How do I help the Broadway star slip into her flow state faster
instead of feeling the terror and nerves of performing before
live audiences?
The answer to those questions was and is an Alter Ego.
Back in the greenroom, Bo and I talked about the concept of Alter
Egos, the other athletes using them, the process I’d use with clients,
and that people in business and everyday life used them to achieve
various things. For Bo, creating an Alter Ego was something he stumbled on naturally. He thought he was the only one to use it.
For decades we’ve been ignoring the bread crumbs and signs from
history that the Alter Ego is a natural part of the human condition,
and this book is about changing that.
I’ve waited fifteen years to write The Alter Ego Effect, and my goal
is to teach you the same method I’ve taught my clients for almost
twenty years, so you can use one or many to overcome feats both big
and small. I’m going to show you how to Activate your Heroic Self—
your inner Wonder Woman, Dalai Lama, Black Panther, Oprah, or
Mr. Rogers—drawing forth the full range of your capabilities, skills,
beliefs, and traits, so you see what you’re truly made of. I’m also going
to share with you the science behind why this method is so effective
and share the stories of Olympians, business professionals, moms,
entertainers, authors, children, and myself, who have all used it to
overcome challenges.
I used it and use it still, and there’s a reason why a pair of glasses is
on the cover . . . but whose are they?
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Thank you for reading Chapter 1
of The Alter Ego Effect.
For more information, visit
AlterEgoEffect.com

